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Preface
Oracle® Workforce Management Cloud  User Guide, Release 21D

Part No. F45908-01

This guide describes in detail how to configure and use Oracle Warehouse Management (WMS) Cloud. All functionality
unless specifically noted is available in Oracle Warehouse Management Enterprise Edition Cloud. Please direct any
functionality questions to My Oracle Support.

Change History

Date Document Revision Summary of Changes

9/14/2021 -01 Updates for 21D. Added Shifts topic to Clock Data.

Using Applications  

Additional Resources
• Community: Use Oracle Cloud Customer Connect to get information from experts at Oracle, the partner

community, and other users.

• Guides and Videos: Go to the Oracle Help Center to find guides and videos.

• Training: Take courses on Oracle Cloud from Oracle University.

Conventions
The following table explains the text conventions used in this guide.

Convention Meaning

boldface
 

Boldface type indicates user interface elements, navigation paths, or values you enter or select.
 

monospace Monospace type indicates file, folder, and directory names, code examples, commands, and URLs.
 

>
 

Greater than symbol separates elements in a navigation path.
 

i

http://support.oracle.com
https://appsconnect.custhelp.com/
http://docs.oracle.com/
http://education.oracle.com/pls/web_prod-plq-dad/db_pages.getpage?page_id=906
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Contacting Oracle  

Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support through My Oracle Support. For
information, visit My Oracle Support or visit Accessible Oracle Support if you are hearing impaired.

ii

https://support.oracle.com/portal/
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs
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1  System Overview

Overview  
Oracle WorkForce Management (WFM) provides visibility into the operations and the workforce that perform various
activities in the facilities. With an easy-to-use configurable browser-based user interface and radio frequency (RF)
functionality, WFM helps reduce labor ineffiencies, raise overall performance and improve accuracy.

WFM allows facility managers and supervisors to set goals for productive activities that users perform in the facility.
Actual times spent on different activities are captured by WFM using various methods. WFM offers different reports that
show the productivity of users against set goals.

Types of Activities  
Multiple activities are performed by users in a facility. These are broadly categorized into three types as described in the
following topics.

Related Topics
• System Activities

• VAS Activities

• Manual Activities

System Activities  
All the activities that are performed using Oracle Cloud Warehouse Management System (OCWMS) RF device are
considered to be system activities. These are productive and therefore goals are defined against each system activity.

VAS Activities  
Any Value Added Service that is performed in the facility is considered a VAS activity. These are captured directly in
Oracle Cloud WFM as described under VAS Data. These are also productive and therefore goals are defined against
each VAS activity.

Manual Activities  
Manual Activities include maintenance related effort, scheduled meetings and time spent towards unexpected events.
These are also captured directly in Oracle Cloud WFM (using Clock feature). These are non-productive and therefore
goals are not defined for such activities.
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WFM Terminology  
The following acronyms represent the logical and physical entities in WFM

• FAC – Represents the FACILITY which is a physical entity. This could be a Distribution Center, Warehouse or a
Store. Users have to clock into a facility before starting their activities in the facility. Towards the end of their
work day, users have to clock out of the facility.

• CC – Represents a COST CENTER which is a logical entity. Depending on the business, a cost center could
represent a department within a facility to which costs can be allocated. The entire facility could fall under a
single cost center OR a facility could comprise of multiple cost centers.

• WG – Represents a WORK GROUP which is a logical entity. A cost center comprises of one or more work groups.

• WA – Represents a WORK AREA which could be considered as a physical area in the facility. Users have to clock
into a work area before starting their activities. After completing their activities, users need to clock out of that
work area . A work group comprises of one or more work areas.

• WAA – Represents WORK AREA ACTIVITY. These are activites that users perform within a work area. The
activities performed could be System Activities, VAS Activities or Manual Activities. Multiple activities could be
performed in a work area.

• CI – Represents user Clock In and Out. Clock-In is used to clock into the facility, work area, break, VAS Activities
and Manual Activities.

• CO – Represents user Clock Out. Clock-Out is used to clock out of the facility, work area, break, VAS Activities
and Manual Activities.

A Sample Setup in WFM  
Following is an example of how clients could configure WFM to suit their business:

Note:  A set of related Work Area Activities can be grouped together under a Process.

2
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Clock In and Out  
Clocking is a process of capturing the time stamp of every user entering and exiting the facility. It also captures the
user’s entry and exit into Work Areas, VAS activities, Manual activities and Break.

Every user has to clock into (CI) the facility (FAC) when he enters the warehouse/building. As the next logical step, the
user needs to clock into the Work Area (WA) where the user will start performing his warehouse activities (WAA – Work
Area Activities). If the user needs to step out on a lunch or tea break, he needs to clock in/out to indicate that to WFM.
Finally he needs to clock (CO) of the Work Area and from the Facility.

A Sample User Work Flow in WFM  
Users are required to follow a specific clock-in/clock out process. The following figure depicts a typical clock-in/out flow
assuming that the user is performing activity in a single work area on this day.
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2  WFM – Input Data

Input Data  
There are two main inputs that go into WFM: User clock information and user activities performed on the warehouse
floor. This data is then used by various reports in WFM.

The clock data is used to determine the time the user has spent in a physical or logical area, for example, total time
spent in the facility, the time spent in a specific work area, time spent for a specific break or time spent on a work area
activity.

User activities provide the task accomplished in terms of UOM and the time taken to achieve the task.

Clock Data  
There are multiple ways in which users can be clocked in various entities:

• WFM Browser Clock View: Using WFM Clock view from the browser

• WFM RF Clock Views: Using WFM clock options on RF hand held device

• WMS RF Clock View: Using WMS clock option on RF hand held device

• External Systems: Interface user clock information from external time management systems

WFM Browser Clock View  
Clock is a browser-based view that is typically used by a supervisor to clock users in and out of various entities. The
person that has logged into the application and clocks other users is called the clocker. The clocker could either clock
himself or clock other users.

Facility Clocking
In order to to clock users into or out of a facility, set Mode as “Facility” and select the appropriate facility from the
Facility drop-down. Enter the login ID of the user in the User field and hit the clock-in or clock-out button as required.

5
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Work Area Clocking
In order to to clock users into or out of a Work Area, set Mode as “Work Area”. Then select the appropriate facility from
the Facility drop down and then the Work Area from the Work Area drop down. Enter the login ID of the user in the
User field and hit the clock-in or clock-out button as required.

VAS Activities Clocking
When a user or a group of users (team) need to be clocked into or out of a certain VAS activity, set Mode as “VAS”.
Select the appropriate facility from the Facility drop down, followed by the Work Area from the Work Area drop down.
From the Activity drop down, Select the activity that the user or team need to work on. Select “user” or “team” (as
required) from the Level drop down.Depending on the Level selection, enter either the login ID of the user in the User
field OR select a team from the Team drop down. Next hit the clock-in or clock-out button as required.

6
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Manual Activities Clocking
In order to clock a user into or out of a manual activity, set Mode as “Manual”. Select the appropriate facility from the
Facility drop down, followed by the Work Area from the Work Area drop down. From the Activity drop down, select the
activity that the user would be working on. Enter the login ID of the user in the User field and hit the clock-in or clock-
out button as required.

Break Clocking
To clock a user into or out of a break, set Mode as “Break”. Select the appropriate facility from the Facility drop down,
followed by the break from the Break drop down.Enter the login ID of the user in the User field and hit the clock-in or
clock-out button as required.

WFM RF Clock Views  
WFM offers multiple RF options for users to clock into and out of various entities while operating on the warehouse
floor. The user logged into RF handheld is called the clocker. The clocker could either clock himself or clock other users.

RF CICO
Module: RF-Text: CICO (wfm)

In general, this RF screen provides options for clocking users in facility and work area and also inquire about users.
Depending on the role of the user that has logged into RF handheld device, the options presented on selecting this RF
screen varies as shown in pictures below:
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To summarize, only a user with Management role has access to all the options on this screen. A user with Guard role
can only clock users at a facility level. A user with supervisor role can only clock users at a work area level. A user with
Administrator or Employee role do not have the option to clock users either at the facility or the work area level. All users
(regardless of role) have the option of inquiring about other users using the option Employee Inq.

Choosing any of the Clock In/Out options, presents you with the next screen where the user id has to be keyed in. As
an example, if the “Clock In Facility” option is selected, the following screen shows up. Here the login id of the user that
needs to be clocked into facility is keyed in.

8
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Unlike Clock View in the browser, RF does not provide options for Facilities or Work Area. Instead the user is clocked into
the Facility/Work Area that is marked as a default for the user.

Also, to clock a user into a Work Area, the clocker (logged in user) needs to have the same default Work Area as the user.
If the clocker does not have the same default Work Area as the user being clocked in, the following error is encountered .

Ctrl-U: This control key can be used to undo the last action. For example, if a particular user was clocked into facility,
hitting Ctrl-U button would mark the user as not clocked into facility.

RF VAS
Module: RF-Text: VAS (wfm)

This RF screen provides options to clock users (or a Team) in a VAS activity. Regardless of the role of the logged in user,
the following options are presented on selecting this RF screen:

9
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On selecting “Clock In Vas Team” or “Clock In Vas User”, all the VAS activities that have been configured in the logged in
user’s default Work Area are displayed in the next screen.

After selecting an activity, the logged in user is taken to the next screen, which shows all the Teams that are eligible to
operate in this Work Area.

10
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After selecting a team, the next screen varies, depending on the choice made on first screen. If “Clock In Vas Team” was
selected, logged in user needs to confirm if the selected team can be clocked in. If “Clock In Vas User” was selected, the
logged in user is prompted to enter the id of the user that needs to be clocked in.

Clock In Vas Team Clock In Vas User

Clocking in a team, clocks all the users of that team into the VAS activity.

If the clock out options are selected on main screen, the logged in user is prompted to enter either the id of the user or
the team that needs to be clocked out. Clocking out a team, clocks out all the users of the team from that VAS activity.
The team or user is clocked out from the last clocked in VAS activity.

RF Manual
Module: RF-Text: MANUAL (wfm)

This RF screen provides options to clock users in a Manual activity. Regardless of the role of the logged in user, the
following options are presented on selecting this RF screen:

11
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On selecting “Clock In Manual Activity”, all the manual activities that have been configured in the logged in user’s
default Work Area are displayed in the next screen.

After selecting an activity, on the next screen, the logged in user is prompted to enter the id of the user that needs to be
clocked in.

On selecting “Clock Out Activity” on the main screen, the logged in user is prompted to enter the id of the user that
needs to be clocked out. The user is clocked out from the last clocked in manual activity.

RF Break CI
Module: RF-Text: Break CI (wfm)

This RF screen can be used for clocking in users into a break. Regardless of the role of the logged in user, the following
options are presented on selecting this RF screen:

After selecting a break option, on the next screen the logged in user is prompted to enter the id of the user that needs
to be clocked into the selected break.

12
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RF Break CO
Module: RF-Text: Break CO (wfm)

This RF screen can be used for clocking out users from a break. Regardless of the role of the logged in user, the logged
in user is prompted to enter the id of the user that needs to be clocked out.

The user is clocked out from the last clocked in break.

RF VAS or CICO
Module: RF-Text: VAS or CICO (wfm)

This RF screen acts as a one-stop screen that provides all the options that have been described in invidual RF screens
above. Regardless of the role of the logged in user, the following options are presented on selecting this screen.

1. Clock In/Out: Choosing this option takes you through the same screenflow as RF Cico.
2. VAS: Choosing this option takes you through the same screenflow as RF VAS.
3. Manual: Choosing this option takes you through the same screenflow as RF Manual.
4. Start Break: Choosing this option takes you through the same screenflow as RF Break Cl.
5. End Break: Choosing this option takes you through the same screenflow as RF Break CO.
6. Employee Inq: Choosing this option takes you through the same screenflow as RF Employee Inq.

RF Employee Inq
Module: RF-Text: Employee Inq (wfm)

This RF screen does not provide any clock options but can be used to inquire about any user. The first screen prompts
for a user and on keying in the id of a user, the last clock information about the user is displayed.

13
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For example, in the screenshot above, the logged in user has requested information about  test user42 . The Employee
Inq screen shows that the  test user42  was last clocked into the “IRONING” VAS Activity by clocker  test user 4  on July
13th at 03:37 am.

Note: Employee Inq is also available as an option in all other clock RF screens except the Break RF screens.

WMS RF Clock View  
WMS provides a single RF option for user clocking. This option can only be used to clock in the fa Also, there are
no validations against the requests using this screen. Any request made via this RF screen does not take into effect
immediately. The clock information is captured and sent to WFM where the data is validated and users are then marked
appropriately. It’s advisable to use this option only when a user is absolutely sure of the order in which he is making
requests.

For example, a user who is not clocked into facility ideally cannot clock into any other entity. On a WFM RF Clock option
and WFM Browser Clock view, this user will not be allowed to clock into other entities. However, when WMS RF option
is used, the data is simply passed to WFM, where the validations are made and then the clock request could be either
rejected or accepted. User is not aware of this status unless a supervisor views in the WFM Track Record View.

Following topic describes the options available on this RF screen.

RF Clock In and Clock Out User
Module: RF-Text: Clock In and Clock Out User

On selecting this RF screen, user is presented with the following options:

14
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Selecting option 1 sends a “clock into current facility” request to WFM. Selecting option 2 sends a “clock out of current
facility” request to WFM. The requests are validated and accepted/rejected in WFM.

Selecting option 3 prompts the user to key in the Work Area that he needs to be clocked into. WMS only validates if the
Work Area is valid. WMS does not validate if the user is eligible for the keyed in Work Area. The request is captured and
sent to WFM where data is validated and either accepted or rejected.

Selecting option 4 prompts the user to key in the Work Area from where he needs to be clocked out of. WMS only
validates if the Work Area is valid. WMS does not validate if the user is eligible for the keyed in Work Area. The request is
captured and sent to WFM where data is validated and either accepted or rejected.

External Systems  
If a facility uses a time management system to capture user’s entry and exit into the warehouse, this information can
be interfaced into WFM as a clock file. The clock file can also have break information assuming that users walk out the
facility for breaks. Data in the clock file is interfaced into WFM Stage Track Record.

15
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Details about the clock file and the interface that processes this file is described in the section - Input Interfaces.

Track Record  
If users are clocked using WFM Browser Clock View or WFM RF Options, the clock information is captured and can be
viewed directly in the Track Record view in WFM.

The fields that appear in this view are described below:

User: User that has been clocked.

Clocker: Personnel that has clocked the user. If the user has clocked himself, this field has same information as the User
field.

Clock in/out: A value of IN indicates that the user has been clocked into the entity. A value of OUT indicates that the
user has been clocked out of the entity.

Action Code: Indicates the entity in which the user has been clocked. This field supports values 1 through 4.

• 0 – Indicates Facility

• 1 – Indicates Work Area.

• 2 – Indicates Work Area Activity. This could be either a VAS activity or a manual activity.

• 3 – Indicates Break.

Shift: Indicates the shift that corresponds to the time at which user clocks into the facility. The Shift section describes
how the shift of a user is determined.

Work Area: Indicates the Work Area in which user is clocked. This field is populated when Action Code is 1.

Activities: Indicates the Work Area Activities in which user is clocked. The activity could be either a VAS activity or a
manual activity. This field is populated when Action Code is 2.

Team: Indicates the team that has been clocked for VAS activity. This field is populated when Action Code is 2 and a
team has been clocked into a VAS activity.

16
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Break: Indicates the Break in which user is clocked. This field is populated when Action Code is 3.

Date: Date and time at which the user is clocked.

This view does not provide a create option, hence new clock records cannot be created manually. However, the view
provides update and delete options. In order to update or delete a record, you need to login as the clocker of that record.
For example, in the picture above, in order to update or delete any record that has clocker as “KKALL01”, you need to
login as “KKALL01”.

Stage Track Record  
If users are clocked using the WMS RF Option or user clock file interfaced from external systems, the clock information
is first written to Stage Track Record. A background process picks up this data, validates and then moves data to Track
Record. Only records in “Ready” status are picked up for processing. This process is either triggered manually by using
the run_process button on Stage Track Record view OR scheduled using the Scheduled Jobs view

The fields that appear in this view are described below:

Employee ID: Unique ID of the user. This corresponds to the ID in the User view.

CICO Type: Indicates the entity in which the user has been clocked. This field supports the following:

• F1 – Indicates clock-in to a Facility

• F2 – Indicates clock-in to a Break

• F3 – Indicates clock-out of a Break

• F4 – Indicates clock-out of a Facility

• F5 – Indicates clock-in to a Work Area

• F6 – Indicates clock-out of a Work Area

CICO Timestamp: Date and time at which the user is clocked.

Status: The following values are supported:

• Not Ready – Indicates that the record is not ready to be picked up yet by the background process.

• Ready – Indicates that the record is ready to be picked up by the background process.

• Processing – Indicates that the record is currently being processed by the background process.

• Processed – Indicates that the record has been processed sucessfully and moved to Track Record.

17
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• Ignored – Duplicate records are marked as “Ignored”

• Cancelled – A record can be marked as cancelled. Cancelled records are not picked up by the background
process

• Failed – Indicates that the record failed validations during processing. Such records have the Error Message
field populated with the relevant text indicating the reason for failure .

Processing System: The following values are supported:

• M – Indicates that the data is interfaced by an external system. M is used when new clock data is interfaced to
WFM.

• S – Indicates that the data is interfaced by an external system. S is used when existing clock data in WFM needs
to be updated.

• W – Indicates that the user has been clocked using WMS RF option.

Error Message: This field is populated with the appropriate error message when the record fails data validations.
After the required configurations are put in place (example, missing User OR Work Area), an administrator can reset
the record by using the edit icon and change status to “Ready”. During the next process run, if the record processes
successfully, this field is cleared.

Work Area: This field is populated with the Work Area when CICO Type is F5 or F6

run_purge: This button is used to manually trigger the purge process which purges old data from Stage Track Record.

Shifts  
Users are typically assigned default shifts in the User Master. However it is not mandatory that the user clocks-in to the
default shift. Depending on the time at which the user clocks into the facility, WFM matches the user’s clock-in time with
the start-time of all the shifts configured in the system. The user is then assigned to the shift that has the closest “start
time” compared to the facility clock-in time.

For example, let’s say that the following three shifts have been configured in WFM. User1 has a default shift defined as
“Afternoon” configured in the User Master.

On day 1, if User1 clocks-in to the facility at 6:00 AM, the shift is determined as “Morning”. On day 2, if this user clocks-
in to the facility at 8:00 AM, the shift is again determined as “Morning”. On day 3, if this user clocks into the facility at 7
PM, the shift is determined as “Night”, because 7 PM is closest to the “Start Time” of 11:00 PM."

In the table above (5 hours have already passed since shift “Afternoon” has started).

In other words, although User1’s default shift is defined as “Afternoon”, the actual shift is determined based on the time
at which User 1 clocks into the facility.

18
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Also, once a user’s shift has been determined, the same shift is applicable to all other clocks for the user until the user
clocks out of the facility. This helps provide a true picture of the shift the user worked on that day and it also uses shift
filters appropriately in all the productivity reports.

User Activity Data  
Since system and VAS activities are productive, the time taken to perform these activities and the measure of the
activity performed (in relevant UOM) is required in WFM.

WMS Data  
User activities performed using WMS RF options are called System Activities. The facility parameter
WRITE_WMS_ACTIVITY_RECORDS controls the recording of these activities in WMS. If the facility parameter is to set
to “Yes”, all user activities performed using WMS RF options are recorded in WMS. These records contain both the time
taken as well as the measure of the activity performed. This data is extracted from WMS at regular intervals by the
“WMS WFM Interface” scheduled via the Scheduled Jobs view. Data is consolidated and moved to WMS Activity Track
view in WFM.

WMS Activity Track
As a first step “WMS WFM interface” validates the SKU line, User and WMS Transaction of each record that is moved
from WMS to WFM. If all three values are configured in WFM, the status on the record is marked as “SUCCESS”.
However, if any of the three values are not configured, the record fails and the appropriate “Unknown” field is
populated. For example, if the SKU Line is not configured, the status on the record is marked as “ERROR” and the
“Unknown SKU Line” field is populated with the SKU Line that was on the record. The begin and end time stamp capture
the total time taken for the user to perform the activity. Nbr Pallets, Nbr LPNs and Nbr Units show the total quantity of
Pallets, LPNs or units handled during the activity.

Daily Activity Track
As a second step “WMS WFM Interface”, consolidates all the successful records in WMS Activity Track and moves
to Daily Activity Track view in WFM. Similar transactions (for example, same user, same SKU Line Group and same
Transaction) over a day are consolidated and written at a Daily level in this view.
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VAS Data  
VAS activities are captured as a two-step process in WFM. The first step is to clock the user in the relevant VAS activity.
This records the time taken for the activity. Clocking into VAS activities is explained in Clock Data.

The second step is to capture the units (or relevant UOM) worked on during this time period. This is captured using the
Daily VAS Track Browser view.

After the user or VAS team clocks into a VAS activity, the total quantity is captured by using the create button on Daily
VAS Track view.
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3  WFM Configuration

Configuration  
The following topics provide more details about configuring different parts of WFM:

Related Topics
• User

• SKU Line and SKU Line Group

• Goals

• Cost Center

• Work Group

• Work Area

• Process and Process Type

• Group Activity

• Work Area Activities

• WMS Transaction

User  
In the past, in order to interface any data from WMS successfully into WFM, it was necessary to ensure that users that
are created in WMS are also created in WFM (or interfaced into WFM). However with the merge of WMS WFM DB, there
is single user view which is common to both WMS and WFM. Any user created in a WMS application is applicable to
WFM as well.

For user creation, roles and permissions, refer to the WMS Online Help.

Team  
A group of users performing same activities are categorized under a team. Teams are mainly created for VAS activities.
Although users can clock individually or a as team to perform VAS activities, the measure of VAS activity performed is
captured only at a team level using the Daily VAS Track view.

Teams View
Teams are created using the Teams view and each team is assigned to a Work Area which corresponds to a VAS activity.
The same team could be assigned to multiple Work Areas. Also, multiple teams could be assigned to a Work Area.
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Assigning Users to a Team
To assign users to a Team, select the Team, example “Sleeves Team” and hit the Users button. This takes you to the next
view with two frames that displays a list of all users configured in the application in the lower frame.

Select the users that need to be assigned to this Team. Checking the box moves the selected Team to the frame above.
Hit save button.

SKU Line and SKU Line Group  
Items in a warehouse are assigned to SKU Lines. Multiple SKU Lines are further grouped into SKU Line Groups. The
groups could be determined based on the physical characteristics of the items and the effort required to handle the
items. Placing items in different groups helps set the appropriate goal for each SKU Line Group.

For example, appliances and electronic items in a warehouse could be categorized into SKU Lines and SKU Line Groups
as shown below:

Item SKU Line SKU Line Group

Watch

iPhone

Light Weight Electronics

Hand Mixer

Egg Beater

Light Weight Appliances

Light Weight Products

Laptop

Microwave

Scanner

Printer

Medium Weight Electronics Medium Weight Products
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Item SKU Line SKU Line Group

TV

Stove

Oven

Microwave

Medium Weight Appliances

84" Inch TV

Office Printer

Heavy Weight Electronics

Refrigerator

Washer

Dryer

Heavy Weight Appliances

Heavy Weight Products

In the above example, different goals can be set for each SKU Line Group. For example, it’s possible to handle 100 units
of Light Weight Products in an hour. However it would probably take about 1 hour to move just 1 unit of a Heavy Weight
Product.

SKU Line  
SKU Lines are assigned to the items in WMS in the items view. In WMS items view, the  Item Line  field contains the SKU
Line of an item. The same SKU Lines need to be defined in WFM using the SKU Line view.

Note:  WFM is now aware of Items.

SKU Line Group  
Each SKU Line is assigned to a SKU Line Group using the SKU Line Group view.
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To assign SKU Lines to a SKU Line group, select the SKU Line group, example “Heavy Weight Products” and hit the SKU
Line button. This takes you to the next view with two frames that displays a list of all SKU Lines configured in WFM in
the lower frame.

Select the SKU Lines that need to be assigned to this SKU Line group. Checking the box moves the selected SKU Line to
the frame above. Click Save.

Cost Center  
A single cost center or multiple cost centers can be created in a facility using the Cost Center view.

Work Group  
A single work group or multiple work groups can be created within a cost center using the Work Group view.
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Work Area  
A single work area or multiple work areas can be created within a work group using the Work Area view. A supervisor
could also be assigned to each Work Area.

Every user that performs activities on the warehouse floor needs to be assigned to a Work Area. A user can be assigned
to multiple Work Areas. Personnel that clock other users using WFM RF option should be assigned to at least one Work
Area that is marked as a default. The Work Area button on Users view is used to assign a user to Work Areas.

To mark the Work Area as a default for the user, enable the Default checkbox in the create pane.

Process and Process Type  
A set of related activities are grouped under a Process and multiple Processes are grouped into a Process Type. For
example, the RF receiving options in WMS could be grouped under one Process. All Inbound activities such as Receiving
and Putaway could be grouped under one Process Type.
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Note:  The Process Type has to be configured first before configuring the Process.

Group Activity  
Group Activities are associated with the activities in a Work Area.

Work Area Activities  
The three different activities that users could perform in a Work Area are System Activities, VAS Activities and Manual
Activities. These are configured in WFM using the Work Area Activity view.
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WMS Transaction  
Since activities performed using WMS RF screens are considered as system activities, all such RF screens need to be
associated with the System Work Area Activity in WFM. This association is made in the WMS Transaction view in WFM.

For example, assume that user needs to perform receiving by SKU. In WMS screens view, an RF screen “RF Receive by
SKU” is configured.

In WFM, this screen is associated with a Work Area Activity using the WMS Transaction view. The name field in WMS
Transaction view should exactly match with the screen name in WMS. If not, when data for such screens is extracted by
WMS WFM Interface, it fails with the error “Unknown Transaction”

Goals  
Since System and VAS Activities are productive, goals must be defined for each System and VAS Activity.

Goals for System Activities  
Goals for system activities are configured using the Prod Goal Line Group view.

Every system activity needs to have atleast one goal defined for each month of a year. The same activity could have
different goals defined based on the SKU Line Group. For example, a user could receive 10 units of light weight products
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such as microwave or laptop in an hour. However, it could take about 1 hour for the user to receive just 1 unit of a heavy
weight item such as a refrigerator. Therefore goals for each activity needs to be defined based on the SKU Line Group.

Goals for VAS Activities  
Goals for VAS activities are configured using the Prod Goal Line Group view.

Similar to system activity, every VAS activity needs to have atleast one goal defined for each month of a year. The same
activity could have different goals defined based on the SKU Line Group.

Breaks  
Predetermined breaks are configured in WFM using the breaks view. A certain duration (in minutes) is allocated for each
break. Users need to clock into the relevant break when they take time off from their activities for a break. This helps
WFM calculate the actual time taken for a break versus the time allotted for the break.
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4  Input Interfaces

Input Interfaces  
SKU Lines, user clock information, goals for system and VAS activities can also be interfaced in bulk using the input
interfaces view in WFM.

The drop-down in input interfaces view supports the following options:

SKU Lines: To upload SKU Lines

Line Group Goal: To upload goals for system activities

VAS Goal: To upload goals for VAS activities

Clock: To upload user clock information generated from an external system

Interface Files  
The following points need to be kept in mind while creating the input file for any interface:

1. The filename must start with the prefix specified in the Interface File Formats document. For example, for
sku_line files, the filename must begin with “SKU”.

2. The fields specified as “required” in the Interface File Formats document, must be provided in the input file.
3. The fields have to appear in the same sequence as specified in the Interface File Formats document.

WFM supports XLS, CSV, and flat file formats. For more details about the fields and data types in each interface, refer to
the WFM Interface File Formats document.

Example of a sku_line File in all Three Formats  
XLS/CSV format
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Flat File format (pipe delimited)

Note:  WFM does not support XML format. Also there is no Web Service support in WFM

Uploading Files  
In order to upload a file, say sku_line file, select “SKU Lines” from the dropdown in the Input Interfaces view. Next,
hit the “Upload Files” button. This will bring up a pop-up window. Hit on “Choose Files”, select the file from your file
explorer and then hit the “Upload” button. Your selected file will now show up under the “Files” tab with the filename
suffixed with username and current timestamp. The Message column shows the status of the file as “Unprocessed”.
In order to process this file or all other files that have been uploaded, hit the “Run Interface” button. This triggers the
interface that processes all the files under the Files tab marked as “Unprocessed”.

Interface Errors  
As a first step, the interface checks for the format of the data in the file. If there are errors in the file structure, the
filename is prefixed with error and the relevant error message appears in the “Message” field.

However if data format is fine, data in the file goes through next step of validations. At this point, data is moved from
Files tab to Stage Record tab. Individual fields are now checked to see if they are valid. For example, in a sku_line record
if action_code is something other than create or delete, the record is marked as “Failed” and remains in Stage Record
tab. The Err Str column displays relevant error message.
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Reprocessing Failed Records  
If the error is configuration related, for example, if a clock record fails because of invalid work area, then such a work
area can be configured in WFM. After configuring the work area, the failed record is selected in Stage Record tab and
“Reprocess selected records” button is selected. If configurations related to all failed records are taken care of, then you
could select the button “Reprocess ALL failed” without selecting any record.

Processed Data  
Data that is interfaced from SKU Line files and processed successfully can be viewed in SKU Lines view. Data interfaced
from Line Group Goal files can be viewed in Prod Goal Line Group view. Data interfaced from VAS Goal files can be
viewed in Prod Goal VAS view. However, data from clock files is first written to Stage Track Record. A background
process validates and moves clock data to Track Record view.
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5  Scheduled Jobs

Scheduled Jobs  
WFM shares Scheduled Jobs view with WMS. The Job Type dropdown in this view offers multiple job types. Following
are the four job types that are used in WFM.

Process Stage Track Record  
This job type is used to schedule the process that picks up clock records from Stage Track Record, validate and move
data to Track Record.

Note:  The username provided in Process Track Record scheduled jobs should be eligible for the facility /facilities
where the records will be picked up for clock in/out in RF or WMS transactions. If a username that is in one of these
scheduled jobs is eligible in more than one facility, then in the other facilities where this user is eligible, the scheduled
jobs should not be enabled, otherwise this will create errors that can only be fixed via a datafix. It is recommended
that you use a generic WFM user that is eligible in all of the facilities that you want to transfer the record to WFM. You
should create a single scheduled job for each of these two scheduled jobs in a single facility.

Stage Process  
This process moves clock data from Stage Track Record to Track Record. The Employee ID corresponds to the ID in the
WMS/WFM Users view. If a user with such an ID is not found in the Users view, the status of the record is updated as
failed and appropriate error is written in the Error Message field.

The process also validates if the clock in or the clock out requests for a user are recorded in the correct order. For
example, If the CICO Timestamp of a F2 (Break clock-in) is earlier than F1 (Facility clock-in) record for a user, the record
is marked as failed.

If the CICO Type is F5 or F6 (Work Area clock-in/clock-out), the process validates if the Work Area on the record is valid.

Since facility clock-in is the first clock-in of the user for the day, if the CICO Type is F1 (facility clock-in), the shift is
determined based on the CICO Timestamp of F1 record of the user. All other clock-in records for this user inherit shift
from the F1 record.

Run WMS WFM Interface  
This job type is used to schedule the process that picks up system activities from WMS and move data to WMS Activity
Track in WFM. As a second step, the process moves data from WMS Activity Track to Daily Activity Track in WFM. This
job accepts two parameters, “Username” and “Number of Days”.
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The “Username” parameter needs to be a valid WMS user and should be eligible for the company/facility where the
schedule job has been configured.

The “Number of Days” parameter only accepts values between 0 and 60. If no value is provided, it is defaulted to 7.

Note:  The Run WMS WFM Interface should be enabled for only one facility (which will pick up all of the records
from all facilities.)

Note:  The username provided in Run WMS WFM Interface scheduled jobs should be eligible for the facility /facilities
where the records will be picked up for clock in/out in RF or WMS transactions. If a username that is in one of these
scheduled jobs is eligible in more than one facility, then in the other facilities where this user is eligible, the scheduled
jobs should not be enabled, otherwise this will create errors that can only be fixed via a datafix. It is recommended
that you use a generic WFM user that is eligible in all of the facilities that you want to transfer the record to WFM. You
should create a single scheduled job for each of these two scheduled jobs in a single facility.

Interface Process  
This interface moves data from WMS Activity (WMS) tables to WMS Activity Track (WFM tables). The next step in the
process validates the User, SKU Line and WMS Transaction on each record before consolidating and moving the records
to Daily Activity Track (WFM tables). With the WMS-WFM DB merge, since user table is now common between WMS and
WFM, User validation is redundant. However, if either the SKU Line or WMS Transaction is not configured in WFM, the
record is marked as ERROR and remains in WMS Activity Track.

Reprocessing Records
Records in WMS Activity Track with errors can be reprocessed by ensuring that missing data is first configured in WFM.
For example, if a record fails due to missing SKU Line, the corresponding Unknown SKU Line column is populated with
the Sku Line that is not configured in WFM. This Sku Line needs to be configured in WFM.

After configuring missing data, there are two ways in which error records can be reprocessed. The first option is to use
the “Process WMS Activities” button on WMS Activity Track view. The other option is to just wait for the next scheduled
run of the interface. The second step of the interface always tries to re-process error records first before processing new
records.

If the reprocessing is triggered due to scheduled interface run, the “Number of Days” parameter is used to determine
how many records should be reprocessed. Only records that fall in the range between current date and past “Number
of Days” days are picked up for reprocessing. An extra day is added to "Number of Days" to take into account any user
transaction that could have occurred over midnight traversing between two days.

For example, if current date is September 21 and "Number of Days" has been set as 10, the interface reprocesses records
that have "Begin time stamp" later than or equal to September 10th (September 21 – (10+1) days).

Note  : “Number of Days” parameter is only used for reprocessing error records. Also this parameter is only used
when the reprocessing is triggered by scheduled job. It is not used when reprocessing is triggered using “Process WMS
Activities” button on WMS Activity Track view.
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Purge Stage Track Record  
This job type is used to schedule the process that purges old data from Stage Track Record. The job accepts a single job
parameter “nbr_of_days”.

Purge Process  
This process purges data from Stage Track Record that are older than a specified number of days and are either in
PROCESSED, FAILED, IGNORED or CANCELLED status. The “nbr_of_days” parameter is used to determine how days
worth data needs to be retained in Stage Track Record

For example, if the nbr_of_days parameter is set to 45 on the job, all records older than 45 days from current day will be
purged (as long as they are in one of status mentioned above).

If the nbr_of_days parameter is not provided, the value is defaulted to 30

Note:  the date comparison is made with the mod_ts field which is not visible in Stage Track Record view.

Purge WMS Activity Track  
This job type is used to schedule the process that purges old data from WMS Activity Track. This job accepts two
parameters, “Username” and “Facility”.

The “Username” parameter needs to be a valid WMS user and should be eligible for the company/facility where the
schedule job has been configured.

“Facility” parameter is used to identify the facility for which purge is requested. If no value is provided or if the value
provided is invalid (No such facility), then current facility is used.

Purge Process  
This process purges data from WMS Activity Track that are older than a specified number of days and are either in
SUCCESS or ERROR status.

There are 3 parts to this purge process. The first part mainly focuses on purging records with errors. The
following four facility parameters are used for this purge: PURGE_NUMBER_OF_DAYS, PURGE_UNKNOWN_SKU,
PURGE_UNKNOWN_TRANSACTION and PURGE_UNKNOWN_USER.

PURGE_NUMBER_OF_DAYS is used to determine how many days worth data needs to be retained in WMS Activity Track
Record. PURGE_UNKNOWN_SKU, PURGE_UNKNOWN_TRANSACTION and PURGE_UNKNOWN_USER can accept values
Y or N.

• If PURGE_UNKNOWN_SKU is set to Y, then records older than PURGE_NUMBER_OF_DAYS from current date, in
ERROR status and a value populated in “Unknown SKU Line” field are purged
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• If PURGE_UNKNOWN_TRANSACTION is set to Y, then records older than PURGE_NUMBER_OF_DAYS from
current date, in ERROR status and a value populated in “Unknown Transaction” field are purged

• If PURGE_UNKNOWN_USER is set to Y, then records older than PURGE_NUMBER_OF_DAYS from current date,
in ERROR status and a value populated in “Unknown User” field are purged.

Note:  After the WMS WFM DB merge, it is unlikely that there would error-ed records due to unknown user)

The second part of the purge process focuses on records that moved successfully to Track Record. For this purge, only
the PURGE_NUMBER_OF_DAYS facility parameter is used. Records older than PURGE_NUMBER_OF_DAYS from current
date and in SUCCESS status are purged.

The third part of purge process focuses on invalid data. Records should either have values in Unknown fields or their
counterparts. If a record does not have value in both, it is considered to be invalid data. For example, in the table below,
rows 1, 2 and 3 represent valid data. Rows 4, 5 and 6 represent invalid data.

Such invalid records are purged regardless of their status as long as they are older than PURGE_NUMBER_OF_DAYS
from current date.

Note:  It's possible such data may never land into WFM, but this step ensures clearing out any bad data in case it
somehow lands in WFM)

Note:  If the PURGE_NUMBER_OF_DAYS parameter is not provided, the value is defaulted to 30.
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